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We report the first whole-genome sequence of the Mycobacterium colombiense type strain, CECT 3035, which
was initially isolated from Colombian HIV-positive patients and causes respiratory and disseminated infections. Preliminary comparative analyses indicate that the M. colombiense lineage has experienced a substantial
genome expansion, possibly contributing to its distinct pathogenic capacity.
genome was predicted to encode 5,230 coding sequences
(CDS).
M. colombiense was previously shown to be most closely
related to M. avium, based on 16S rRNA sequence analysis
along with DNA-DNA hybridization experiments (7). Here,
we show that M. colombiense is most closely related to M.
avium subsp. paratuberculosis (4) and confirm these results
via sequence comparisons of M. colombiense contigs against
the NCBI microbial sequence database. Despite the close
relationship between these two species, reference-based assembly of the M. colombiense genome using M. avium subsp.
paratuberculosis produced a highly fragmented assembly,
with markedly lower quality than seen for the de novo assembly (1,914 large contigs with an N50 of 1,253), indicating
that numerous genome rearrangements have occurred since
the two species diverged. Furthermore, our characterization
of the M. colombiense genome shows it to be substantially
larger (5.6 Mb) than the genome of M. avium (4.8 Mb) and
to encode many more genes (5,230 versus 4,400). Sequence
alignments between the two species revealed that these differences could be attributed to large genomic insertions
specific to the M. colombiense lineage. We hypothesize that
a genome expansion may have allowed for the elaboration of
novel pathways that contribute to the virulence of this
emerging opportunistic pathogen. Additional genomic and
functional analyses are needed to interrogate this hypothesis.
Nucleotide sequence accession number. The M. colombiense
Whole Genome Shotgun project has been deposited at
DDBJ/EMBL/GenBank under the accession number
AFVW00000000.

The genus Mycobacterium comprises nearly 150 species (2,
3), including a number of human pathogens that pose major
challenges to public health. Mycobacterium colombiense is a
slow-growing, urease-positive, nontuberculous mycobacterium (NTM) that belongs to the Mycobacterium avium complex (MAC). M. colombiense was originally isolated from
HIV-positive individuals in Bogotá, Colombia, and the patient isolates were determined to represent a distinct species
by virtue of sequence comparisons with closely related Mycobacterium species (7). Since the discovery of this new
species in 2006, M. colombiense has been confirmed to cause
respiratory disease and disseminated infection in immunocompromised HIV patients, as well as lymphadenopathy in
immunocompetent children (1, 8). Nevertheless, very little
is currently known about the molecular mechanisms that
underlie M. colombiense infection and pathogenesis. We
have characterized the complete genome sequence of M.
colombiense in an effort to better understand its virulence
mechanisms.
The M. colombiense genome was sequenced by a wholegenome shotgun strategy using Roche 454 GS-FLX titanium
pyrosequencing technology. A total of 720,174 sequence
reads were generated, with an average read length of 375 bp,
yielding more than 270 Mb of total sequence. This represents 45⫻ coverage for the estimated 5.6-Mb genome size. A
de novo assembly of the 454 single-end data was created
using the Newbler assembler (Roche), version 2.6, resulting
in 27 large contigs with an N50 of 436 kb. Genome annotation was performed using the NCBI Prokaryotic Genomes
Automatic Annotation Pipeline (PGAAP), which produces
functional annotation using the NCBI nonredundant protein and protein cluster databases with functional domain
assignments for each protein by RPS-BLAST (5) against the
NCBI Conserved Domain Database (6). The M. colombiense
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